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Fair By Design
The Poverty Premium

2020

The extra costs of being poor cost the average
low income household £490 a year, but for more
than one in ten of these households it costs at
least £780.
#PoorCostsMore
www.fairbydesign.com
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Fair By Design
Campaign & Fund

2020

ELIMINATE THE POVERTY

PREMIUM BY 2028

Campaign
Influences policy-makers,
regulators, and companies to
ensure fairer markets for lowincome consumers
Also campaigns to get public
support behind the issue

Communication & Collaboration

Venture Fund
Invests in early-stage companies
that find fairer ways to serve lowincome consumers

These companies are exemplars
which aid the Campaign’s work
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Ascension Ventures
2020

Ascension is an early-stage VC built by exited operators to
back the next generation of impact entrepreneurs
Ascension has been supporting UK impact start-ups on their journey from Seed to Series A since 2013

Assets Under Management

Live Funds

Portfolio Businesses

£25m
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75+
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Ascension Operating Team
2020

Kip Meek
Chairman

Chris Wheatcroft
AV Syndicate Club

Jean de Fougerolles
Managing Partner

Maryam Mazraei
Investment Associate

Kieran Hill
Partner

Emma Steele
Investment Manager

Alicia Burke
Platform & Marketing

Emma Blackburn
Partner

Nico Albanese
Associate

Remy Minute
Partner

Rakesh Murria
Head of Ops
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Proven Sector Expertise and Capacity to Deliver

multiple $100m+ and $1bn+ exits from their own businesses and angel
investments

2020

*UKBAA ANGEL INVESTOR
OF THE YEAR*

Venture Partners

25% Shareholders in Ascension

(14)

View all

Erik Blachford

Vin Murria

Craig Fletcher

Kal Atwal

Howard Litton

Laurence Bret

Industry Mentors

(30+)
View all
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Fair By Design Fund (£10.3m) Portfolio & Track Record
2020

Deployed Capital

Number of Companies

Value (%)

£3.3m

11

126%

ENERGY

FINANCIAL INCLUSION

DIGITAL INCLUSION
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UK Wide Deployment & Diverse Deal-Flow
2020

Investee head offices include

●
●
●
●
●
●

Ilkley
Oldham
Belfast
Birmingham
Bournemouth
London

Diversified Sources of Deal-Flow

●
●
●
●

Accelerators/Incubators (5)
Past Ascension Co-Investors (4)
Investment Committee (1)
Inbound (1)
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The Business case for tackling the Poverty Premium
2020

Total Price of
a Product or
Service

Fixed1 Costs of
Goods Sold
Including raw
materials and
overheads (e.g
decentralised
energy
generation)

Transaction costs
Including more 1-1 attention,
building consumer knowledge,
non-digital payment methods
● Advances in technology should
be resulting in reduced
transaction costs
● Some costs, such as face to face
meetings, often needed for this
vulnerable consumers, might be
difficult to reduce. Solutions are
emerging (e.g. more automation
in fair credit institutions, use of
sensor data for energy)

Credit costs
Due to poor credit rating,
high risk consumers,
uncertain payment dates
(e.g. non DD payments)
● Some consumers are less risky,
even with poor or no credit
ratings. Some will repay, others
will not

Profit
● Excess profit due to low
competition, cost of
switching, and higher
target returns
● Tech4Good innovations
re-balancing value
distribution across
supply chain (e.g. in-app
switching)

● Better customer behaviour
information could result in greater
segmentation for low-income
consumers and more accurate
credit scoring (e.g. using Open
Banking data)

1Fixed costs refer to costs which are

the same regardless of the customer
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Using the Voice of Lived Experience in the Investment Process
2020

Stage 5

Lived Experience Review/ User Led Design

Stage 6

Investment
Committee

Stage 4

2nd Meeting

●

Founders meet with a group of poverty
experts

●

They pitch the businesses and product
roadmap

●

Pro’s and con’s of the product / service, and
future plans are discussed

●

Experts come up with recommendations
which are fed back to the founders

●

Outcomes of the session are noted

Stage 3

1st Meeting
Stage 2

Initial Call
Stage 1

Review
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Fair By Design Fund Impact Reporting
Example Report

2020
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Fair By Design Roadshows
Bringing innovators and changemakers closer to the local decision-makers influencing their
local communities

●

FBD is hosting a series
of events bringing
together social impact
innovators and
decision-makers
committed to tackling
the Poverty Premium
across the UK (Oldham
and Birmingham done
to date)
Showcase startups
solving specific aspects
of the Poverty Premium
and key enablers

“

Being part of Ascension’s FBD Roadshow
was a tremendous boon for incuto.
Bringing together stakeholders from the
public and private sectors, all focused
around eliminating the Poverty Premium.
It helped successfully close some our
existing sales opportunities, create several
new ones as well as build an ecosystem for
our customers. The Ascension team’s
operational experience in actually running
businesses has been instrumental in
helping drive our success.

“

●

2020

Andrew Rabbitt
CEO and Founder, Incuto
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A Thesis Driven Fund
About Running A Thesis Driven Fund

2020

Better returns if thesis is directionally correct
●
●
●
●

Promotes domain expertise
Can quickly research/identify
investment targets
Fund becomes a beacon for dealflow
Significant ecosystem synergies

Worse returns if thesis is directionally
not investing in growth market
●

Cons

●

Restriction on certain deals that
may otherwise be attractive
Risk of “bucket filling” and
moving too quickly on deals that
“fit” thesis

Pros
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Portfolio in the News
2020
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Thank you

Emma Steele
emma@ascensionventures.com
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